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Committees’ ‘self-assessment’

Basis:
• Harmonized Terms of Reference for the Committees

Purpose:
• Self-assessment by the Committees of their work and working methods against the Terms of Reference

Suggested methodology:
• Brainstorming/special session in this meeting
• Input from individual members through website
• Chair to prepare overall synthesis
Committees’ ‘self-assessment’

Level of detail:
• Necessarily different for each Committee
• No intention to ‘invent’ performance indicators
• Qualitative, rather than quantitative, information to be provided
• No intention of the CSS to make comparisons between Committees

Reporting method:
• Common for all Committees
• To be annexed to end-of term report and presented to CSS in April 2018
Link to proposed structure for ‘self-assessment’ (based on Terms of Reference)
Thank you!